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DIRECTORS’ REPORT FOR THE FINANCIAL PERIOD 
 27TH FEBRUARY 2018 TO 31ST MARCH 2019 

To, 
The Members, 
 
Your directors have pleasure in presenting their First Annual Report of the Foundation together 
with Audited Accounts for the financial period ended March 31, 2019. 
 
1. Financial Results:  

 
 For the Financial period 27th February, 2018 to 31st 

March, 2019 
Total Income 10,94,000 
Less: Total Expenditure 11,79,317 
Surplus/(Deficit) before Tax (85,317) 
Tax Expenses Nil 
Surplus/(Deficit) after Tax (85,317) 

2. Jungwa Foundation (hereinafter referred to as Foundation) was incorporated on 27th 
February, 2018 as a private limited company under Section 8 of the Companies Act, 2013. 
The Foundation works for the interconnectedness and interdependence of Nature and 
Culture through a common framework that support conservation, long-term sustainability 
and integrity of the web of life on Earth. The wisdom of local communities that has 
transpired over centuries of interactions with nature is indispensable to tackle socio-
ecological change. Thus, by combining traditional knowledge practices, worldly wisdom 
with modern science – the Foundation aims to foster resilient ecosystems, biodiversity, and 
communities including their livelihoods, health, sanitation and cultural well-being. 
 

3. Activities carried by the Foundation during the year under review  
 
Board of Directors meeting was held in April 2018 to develop a work plan for the year. It 
was agreed to focus efforts in one settlement, Korzok, for the first year of work which 
showcases both natural and cultural heritage. The Korzok cultural landscape, inhabited by 
the pastoral nomadic Changpa community in south eastern Ladakh has a rich bio diversity 
and a close human interaction with the landscape founded through centuries of migrations.  
The program is being developed to create a methodological framework for the conservation 
of natural and cultural heritage rooted in its indigenous communities.  
 
The following components of the program were undertaken in 2018 – 2019: 
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Research and Documentation of cultural and natural heritage of the Korzok Changpa 
Nomadic landscape 
 

The research and documentation project is an on-going effort to develop a detailed profile 
showcasing nature-culture (both tangible and intangible) overlaps including traditional 
migratory routes of nomads/pastoralists, wildlife movement, land-use, community 
governance mechanisms, natural resources/ecosystems and management practices etc.) for 
local planners and decision makers.  
 
 The Foundation conducted secondary literature reviews, to expert consultations mainly 
with local nature-culture experts and community consultations including transect walks to 
physically document the nature-culture sites including nomadic encampments, sacred 
geographies, community perceptions on wildlife habitats and built heritage. The 
Foundation also conducted expert consultations with Ladakhi wildlife conservation experts 
to better document wildlife species found in the area and integrate the migratory months of 
the breeding birds like the Black-necked cranes, Ruddy Shelducks and bar-headed geese. 
The community elder interviews, were semi-structured interviews to document stories, and 
their migratory routes for summer and winter and their worldviews.  
 
A preliminary inventory and mapping of nomadic migration routes, cultural and natural 
places of significance was carried out in 2018. The inventory and mapping can have more 
utility value in terms of planning and management to support future conservation and 

(L) Documentation of traditional migration routes of the Korzok Changpas undertaken in summer 2018.  
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management in the area. The project received partial funding support under the Prakriti 
Fellowship by CARPE and Grind Master (Aurangabad). 
 

 

A documentation of folk songs that refer to the inherent link between nature and culture 
was undertaken. The themdel, a specific genre of folk songs that focuses on the 
interconnectedness of phenomenon was specifically documented. Additionally, myths and 
legends of the nomadic landscape were also documented. 
 
Monastic Training Project for Korzok monastery 
 
A monks training project has been developed through discussions with the monastic 
management of Korzok monastery. The training forms part of a long term programme to 
build capacities for the conservation of intangible heritage associated with the ritual arts. In 
the first phase, training was imparted to 35Buddhist monks of Korzok monastery on the 
ritual arts of making kilkhor (sand mandalas), torma (butter sculpture) and chams (masked 
dances). The training workshop was conducted in Korzok monastery over the course of one 
month in March -April 2019. 
 
Senior monks were identified from the monastery with knowledge on the identified ritual 
arts to impart training to younger monks. A documentation of the technique and symbolism 
for each element of the three identified ritual arts was carried out reiterating the close links 

(L) JIgmetTengyur, Research Associate interviews an elder Changpa. Jigmet has been documenting folk songs over the winter. 
(R) Documenting the Changpa life – semi structured interview with a Changpa elder in the pasture lands as she leads her 
livestock for grazing 
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between nature and culture. For example, the use of the five colours (red, white, blue, 
yellow, green) symbolising the five elements – earth, water, fire, air and space employed in 
the creation of the kilkhor or the performance of the nya chams (sacred dance) to placate 
natural forces of the earth and protect against natural disasters.  

 

Senior monks teaching novices the ritual arts of kilkhor (sand mandalas) and the making of torma (butter and dough 
sculptures)  
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The workshop has been a huge success and generated much interest among the younger 
monks on acquiring knowledge on these ritual arts.  
 

Sustainable Livelihoods - Weaving Project  

 

The Foundation’s core objective is to ensure that Changpas are not merely raw material 
providers rather are also able to garner capacity to run a community-owned business that is 
nurtured and managed locally by the community. This also aids building additional income 
and greater participation in the value chain system. Therefore, in 2018, the Foundation 
began working with identified women weavers to produce traditional textiles primarily 
utilising the raw wool sourced directly from the Changpa shepherds. The weavers are 
producing traditional weaves used by the nomads as tent wall covers (phug shar) and 
storage bags (phigyis). In the first phase, begun in 2018, raw wool was sourced in summer 
from the Changpas directly which was scoured, carded, spun and twisted into yarn for 
weaving. Two electric charkhas were purchased from the Handicrafts department to 
streamline the spinning and twisting process.  Of the With the team of three Changpa 
women engaged in the first phase of the project various types of nomadic textiles were 
woven as samples to finalise the textiles to be used. Training programs were held with an 
elder weaver to refine skills on spinning and twisting of yarn as well as weaving. Designs 
were discussed and developed in this phase and the first prototypes of bags created. The 
textiles are combined with vegan leather and finished into a range of bags for a 
contemporary market under the brand name of KORZOK, the place of origin. Sample bags 
have been created and final designs approved for production. 

(L) Tsering Angmo weaves a length of fabric outside her rebo in Korzok (C) Tsering Gurmet, Project Cordinator, 
sourcing wool directly from the Changpas which will be woven into fabric (R) Bags produced under the brand name 
KORZOK 
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4. Share Capital 

 
The paid up Equity Share Capital as on March 31, 2019 was Rs. 2,00,000/-. During the period 
under review, the Foundation has not issued any shares through right issue or any other 
issue during the period. 
 

5. Deposits 
 
During the period under consideration, the Foundation has not accepted any deposits. 
 

6. Directors 
 
The Board of directors is properly constituted as per the provision of the Companies Act, 
2013. 
 
During the period under review, no changes have occurred in directorship of the 
Foundation. 

Currently, the Foundation has the following Directors on its Board: 
 

Ms. Tara Sharma   : Director 
Ms. Radhika Vijay Kothari : Director 
 

7. Board Meetings 
 
During the period under review the Board of Directors met 6 times i.e. on 15.03.2018, 
26.04.2018, 10.08.2018, 16.11.2018, 01.12.2018, and 26.03.2019. 
 

8. Directors’ Responsibility Statement 
 
Pursuant to Section 134(3)(c) of the Companies Act, 2013, the Directors confirm that: 
 
a. in the preparation of final accounts for the period ended March 31, 2019, the applicable 

accounting standards have been followed along with proper explanation relating to 
material departures. 
 

b. they had selected such accounting policies and applied them consistently and made 
judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent so as to give a true and fair 
view of the state of affairs of the Foundation at the period ended March 31, 2019 and of 
the deficit of the Foundation for that period. 
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c. The Directors have taken proper and sufficient care for the maintenance of adequate 
accounting records in accordance with the provisions of the Act for safeguarding the 
assets of the Foundation and for preventing and detecting fraud and other irregularities; 
 

d. The Directors have prepared the annual accounts on a ‘going concern’ basis. 
 

e. The Foundation being unlisted, sub clause (e) of section 134(3) of the Companies Act, 
2013 pertaining to laying down internal financial controls is not applicable to the 
Foundation. 
 

f. The Directors have devised proper systems to ensure compliance with the provisions of 
all applicable laws and that such system are adequate and operating effectively 

 
9. Subsidiary, Joint Venture Or Associate Companies 

 
The Foundation does not have any Subsidiary, Joint venture or Associate Companies. 
 

10. Particulars of Loans, Guarantees Or Investments  
 
During the financial period, the Foundation has not given any loans, guarantees or made 
any investments as per the provisions of section 186 of the Companies Act, 2013. 
 

11. Particulars under sub rule (3) of rule 8 of Companies (Accounts ) Rules, 2014 
Part A and B pertaining to conservation of energy and technology are not applicable to the 
Foundation. 

 
(C) Foreign exchange earnings and Outgo-  
Foreign Exchange earning   Nil 
Foreign Exchange outgo    Nil 

 
12. Since it’s the first reporting period for the Foundation, there is no material change in the 

nature of business of the Foundation. 
 

13. Related Party Transactions 
 
Particulars of contracts or arrangements with related parties referred to in sub-section (1) of 
section 188 in form AOC-2 is attached as Annexure I. 
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14. Auditors 

 
The Board of Directors in their meeting held on 15th March, 2018 have appointed M/s VA 
Mehta & Associates LLP, Chartered Accountants (Firm registration No. N500047) as the first 
Auditors of the Foundation to hold office until the conclusion of the ensuing first annual 
general meeting of the Foundation.  
 
The Board of Directors of the foundation have recommended to re-appoint M/s VA Mehta & 
Associates LLP, Chartered Accountants for five financial years from the conclusion of the 
ensuing 1st Annual general meeting until the conclusion of the 6th Annual General Meeting 
of the Foundation to be held for the financial year ending on 31st March 2024. 
 
M/s VA Mehta & Associates LLP., Chartered Accountants are eligible to act as statutory 
auditors of the Foundation for the financial year 2019-2020 and have expressed their 
willingness to act as Auditors. The Foundation has received a certificate from them that they 
are qualified under section 139 of the Companies Act, 2013 for appointment as auditors of 
the Foundation 
 

15. Auditors’ Observations  
 
The observations of the auditors contained in their Report are self explanatory and 
therefore, do not call for any further comments. The Audit Report does not contain any 
qualifications and adverse remark. 
 

16. Internal Control Systems And Their Adequacy 
 
The Foundation doesn’t require to maintain internal financial controls system in place. 
 

17. Particulars of Employees  
 
There were no employees who were in receipt of remuneration exceeding the limits 
specified in Rule 5 (2) of the Companies (Appointment and Remuneration of Managerial 
Personnel) Rules, 2014. 
 

18. Information on Material Changes and Commitments 
 
No material changes and commitments have occurred after the close of the financial period 
till the date of this report, which affect the financial position of the Foundation. 
 

19. Significant And Material Orders Passed By The Regulators Or Courts 
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There are no significant material orders passed by the Regulators or Courts which would 
impact the going concern status of the Foundation and its future operations. 
 

20. Extract of Annual Return  
 
As required under section 134 (3) of the Companies Act, 2013, the extract of the Annual 
Return prescribed in form MGT -9 is annexed herewith as Annexure “II” to this report. 
 

21. Web Link of Annual Return, if any. 
The website of the Foundation is 
www.jungwafoundation.org 

 
22. Risk Management Policy 

The Foundation does not have Risk Management Policy but directors ensure that potential 
risks are identified and also take effective steps to mitigate the same. 
 

23. Independent Directors And Declaration 
 

The provisions of section 149 pertaining to the appointment of Independent Directors do not 
apply to our Foundation. 

 
24. Corporate Social Responsibility 
 

The Foundation does not meet the criteria of section 135 of Foundation Act, 2013 read with 
Companies (Corporate Social Responsibility Policy) Rule, 2014 so there is no requirement to 
constitute CSR Committee. 
 

25. Disclosure of cost records as specified by the Central Government under sub-section (1) 
of section 148 of the Companies Act, 2013 
 
The maintenance of cost records is not applicable to the Foundation during the financial 
period under review. 

 
26. Disclosure Under Sexual Harassment Of Women At  Workplace (Prevention,  Prohibition 

And Redressal) Act, 2013 
 

The Foundation has zero tolerance towards sexual harassment at the workplace and has 
adopted a policy on prevention, prohibition and redressal of sexual harassment at 
workplace in line with the provisions of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace 
(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 and the Rules thereunder. Moreover, there 
has been no complaint received by the Foundation during the financial year under review 
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